RNA interference: from gene silencing to gene-specific therapeutics
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Abstract

In the past 4 years, RNA interference (RNAi) has become widely used as an experimental tool to analyse the function of mammalian genes, both in vitro and in vivo. By harnessing an evolutionary conserved endogenous biological pathway, first identified in plants and lower organisms, double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) reagents are used to bind to and promote the degradation of target RNAs, resulting in knockdown of the expression of specific genes. RNAi can be induced in mammalian cells by the introduction of synthetic double-stranded small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) 21–23 base pairs (bp) in length or by plasmid and viral vector systems that express double-stranded short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) that are subsequently processed to siRNAs by the cellular machinery. RNAi has been widely used in mammalian cells to define the functional roles of individual genes, particularly in disease. In addition, siRNA and shRNA libraries have been developed to allow the systematic analysis of genes required for disease processes such as cancer using high throughput RNAi screens. RNAi has been used for the knockdown of gene expression in experimental animals, with the development of shRNA systems that allow tissue-specific and inducible knockdown of genes promising to provide a quicker and cheaper way to generate transgenic animals than conventional approaches. Finally, because of the ability of RNAi to silence disease-associated genes in tissue culture and animal models, the development of RNAi-based reagents for clinical applications is gathering pace, as technological enhancements that improve siRNA stability and delivery in vivo, while minimising off-target and nonspecific effects, are developed.
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1. Introduction

Modern drug discovery is target-driven (Whittaker, 2003b). The identification of most of the genes in the human genome has spawned varying estimates of the number of potential new drug targets that await discovery (Drews, 2000; Hopkins & Groom, 2002). However, translating this genomic information into drug therapies is still a major challenge facing pharmaceutical companies. Providing support for the concept that drug modulation of a given target is likely to produce a therapeutic response in patients is a key step in this progression from “gene to screen” (Hardy & Peet, 2004). The main limitations are knowing which gene products are functionally involved in the pathology of a disease (target validation) and the druggability of the gene products by small molecule compounds. For over a decade now, targeting mRNA for both target validation and as a therapeutic strategy has been actively pursued using ribozymes (Breaker, 2004) or antisense (Crooke, 2004) approaches. To date, only antisense technology has produced a marketed drug: Vitavene® for cytomegalovirus-induced retinitis (Winkler, 2004). RNA interference (RNAi) is the latest entry into the field. Hailed as the “Scientific Breakthrough of the Year” for 2002 by the journal Science (Couzin, 2002), double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) reagents are used to bind to and promote the degradation of target RNAs by harnessing an endogenous biological pathway. In the context of drug discovery, the value of RNAi is based on the premise that knocking down the expression of putative drug targets can be used to rapidly and specifically simulate the biological and pharmacological effects of target inhibition by low-molecular-weight compounds in cellular assays and animal models of the disease. Although still in its infancy with respect to drug development, August 2004 brought a filing by Acuity Pharmaceuticals with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the first clinical trial of an RNAi therapeutic: Cand5 for treatment of a common form of blindness (http://www.acuitypharma.com/page4.html). In this article, we will review and assess the use of RNAi reagents for both target validation and their potential as therapeutics.

2. The mechanism of RNA interference

RNAi was first observed by plant biologists in the late 1980s, but its molecular mechanism remained unclear until the late 1990s, when elegant work in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans showed that RNAi is an evolutionary conserved gene-silencing mechanism (Fire et al., 1998; Reinhart et al., 2000). The sequence-specific post-transcriptional gene silencing by double-stranded RNA is conserved in a range of organisms: plants, Neurospora, Drosophila, C. elegans, and mammals. This process is related to a normal defense against viruses and the mobilisation of transposable genetic elements (transposons; Tijsterman et al., 2002). The dsRNAs produced by integrated transposons, replicating viruses, or one of the newly identified class of regulatory noncoding microRNAs (miRNAs; Bartel, 2004) are processed into short dsRNAs. These short RNAs trigger a cascade of biochemical events (Fig. 1) involving a cytoplasmic ribonuclease III (RNase III)-like protein known as Dicer and the partially characterised multiprotein complex known as the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), leading ultimately to the degradation of mRNAs (posttranscriptional gene silencing). The naturally occurring miRNAs are synthesized in the nucleus in large precursor forms. An enzyme known as Drosha mediates the processing of the primary miRNA transcripts into pre-miRNAs (~70mers), which are then exported to the cytoplasm (Lee et al., 2003). In the cytoplasm, Dicer is responsible for cleaving double-stranded molecules, whether derived from endogenous miRNAs or from replicating viruses, into small RNA
duplexes of 19–25 base pairs (bp) with characteristic 3’-dinucleotide overhangs (Bernstein et al., 2001). The small interfering RNA (siRNA) duplex is incorporated into the RISC, whereupon an ATP-dependent helicase unwinds the duplex, enabling either one of the 2 strands to independently recognize mRNAs (Kisielow et al., 2002). The extent of complementarity between the guiding strand and the target mRNA determines whether mRNA silencing is achieved via site-specific cleavage of the message in the region of the siRNA–mRNA duplex (Caudy et al., 2003) or through an miRNA-like mechanism of translational repression (Doench et al., 2003). For siRNA-mediated silencing, the cleavage products are released and degraded, leaving the disengaged RISC complex to further survey the mRNA pool.

3. Ribonucleic acid interference in mammalian cells

Although genomic approaches such as gene expression analysis using "gene chips" (Archacki & Wang, 2004) or disease gene mapping (Whittaker, 2003a) can associate genes with disease phenotypes, these data alone cannot define the disease-associated role for the protein encoded by the gene. Knockout mice have proved to be a powerful way of studying a gene’s biological/disease relevance (Rosahl, 2003) to the extent that knockout phenotypes show a good correlation with drug efficacy (Zambrowicz et al., 2003). However, the cost and time implications of developing such models mean there has been a drive to develop methods that enable target validation in vitro (particularly when working with novel targets) before embarking on in vivo studies. Given the success of RNAi in assigning gene function in lower eukaryotes, such as the nematode worm C. elegans (Sugimoto, 2004) and the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster (Kuttenkeuler & Boutros, 2004), it is not surprising that the approach has been adopted for analysing gene function (particularly target validation) in mammalian systems.

3.1. Small interfering RNA

The specific and effective silencing of genes by RNAi in C. elegans and D. melanogaster can be achieved using long (> 500 bp) dsRNAs (Mello & Conte, 2004). Furthermore, dsRNAs can be introduced into worms by direct injection, feeding them bacteria expressing dsRNA, or by soaking the worms in a solution of dsRNA (Wang & Barr, 2005). However, this is not the case in mammalian systems. Firstly, dsRNAs > 30 bp trigger the γ-interferon (IFN) pathway (the interferon pathway is one arm of the innate immune system triggered partly by dsRNA, a common replicative intermediate in viral infections), thus, 21–23 bp double-stranded small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) generated by chemical synthesis (Elbashir et al., 2001), enzymatic cleavage (Kittler et al., 2004), or expression systems (Zheng et al., 2004)
have to be used. These molecules elude the stress response by mimicking Dicer products and entering the RNAi pathway further downstream. Secondly, the siRNA duplexes have to be transfected into mammalian cells using either lipid-based formulations (Brazas & Hagstrom, 2005), electroporation (Gresch et al., 2004), or by linking to peptides (Muratovska & Eccles, 2004). As siRNAs have become more widely used, the basic structure of effective siRNAs has been defined (Fig. 2), including the need for a 19-bp RNA duplex with a 2-nucleotide overhang on the 3'-ends. It has also become clear that the effectiveness of siRNA silencing is sequence specific, hence, rules for siRNA design have been developed (Mittal, 2004; Reynolds et al., 2004). Despite this, siRNA duplexes still have to be experimentally assessed and optimised for the knockdown of individual mRNA molecules, as not all duplexes matching the design criteria are potent (Kumar et al., 2003; Hsieh et al., 2004). It should also be emphasised that gene expression is knocked down rather than knocked out. siRNA has been successfully applied to mammalian cell lines (Caplen et al., 2001; Elbashir et al., 2001), primary cells (Kao et al., 2004; Krick et al., 2005), and embryonic stem cells (Ikeda et al., 2004; Hoelters et al., in press).

### 3.2. Stable induction of small interfering RNA by short hairpin RNA (shRNA)

In contrast to C. elegans, where RNAi effects are stable, long lasting, and are passed onto the offspring (Grishok & Mello, 2002), gene silencing by transfected siRNA duplexes in mammalian cells is transient. This is because mammalian cells lack the RNA-dependent RNA polymerases that amplify siRNAs in C. elegans. As a result, gene silencing is dependent on the number of siRNA molecules transfected into the cells and the duplexes become progressively diluted as cells divide. The persistence of siRNA activity in mammalian cells varies with the proliferative status of the cells, such that siRNA activity lasts for 3–7 days in proliferating cells, but can persist for 3 weeks or more in terminally differentiated cells, such as neurons (Omi et al., 2004). To get around this problem, vector-based systems for the introduction and stable expression of siRNA in target cells have been developed (Tuschl, 2002). These vectors contain RNA polymerase III promoters that either express sense and antisense strands from separate promoters (tandem type) or express short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) that are cleaved by the Dicer to produce siRNA (shRNA type; Fig. 3). Stably transfected cell lines can be generated by selecting for a drug resistance marker (expressed either on the vector or on a co-transfected plasmid). Such vector systems have been successfully used to obtain efficient and stable knockdown of target genes in mammalian cells (Mittal, 2004). Although it is difficult to say which of these 2 vector systems are more efficient at silencing gene expression, work does suggest that the shRNA system is more effective than the tandem system is (Miyagishi & Taira, 2003). Recent work also indicates that shRNAs are more potent inducers of RNAi than is siRNA (Siolas et al., 2005).

The limitations of using plasmid vectors in terms of efficiency of transfection and difficulty in transfecting primary cells (Dykxhoorn et al., 2003) have resulted in workers developing retroviral (Brummelkamp et al., 2002), lentiviral (Rubinson et al., 2003), and adenoviral (Arts et al., 2003) vector systems for shRNA delivery. Viral vectors
permit the efficient delivery and stable expression of shRNA constructs in a range of mammalian cells (including primary cells) and a variety of animal species. Retroviral vectors are based on murine stem cell virus or Moloney murine leukemia virus and permit the stable introduction of shRNA into dividing cells (transformed and primary). They have been used to suppress gene expression in stem cells and reconstituted organs derived from those cells (Hemann et al., 2003). Lentiviral vectors are derived from human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1 and can infect both dividing and nondividing postmitotic cells (e.g., neurons) and have been used to generate transgenic animals that display loss-of-function phenotypes and vector transmission to offspring (Rubinson et al., 2003; Tiscornia et al., 2003). Efficient and stable silencing has been most effectively obtained using retroviral and lentiviral vectors to transduce stem cells and embryos (Hemann et al., 2003; Rubinson et al., 2003). The results of experiments in a number of laboratories show that siRNA-mediated gene silencing functions in a range of cell and tissue types from blastocysts to adult animals and is both heritable and stable. Kunath et al. (2003) transfected mouse ES cells with constructs expressing shRNAs for Ras GTPase-activating protein (RasGAP) and were able to produce mice that died during embryogenesis, with defects similar to those of RasGAP knockout mice produced by homologous recombination. In another study, CD8 mRNA levels in T-cells were reduced in transgenic mice made using RNAi is being used for the knockdown of gene expression in animals and promises to provide a quicker and cheaper way to generate knockout animals. The delivery of siRNA into model mammalian organisms has been achieved by intravenous injection or by electroporation of synthetic siRNAs directly into target tissues and organs (Dillon et al., 2004). However, efficient and stable silencing has been most effectively obtained using retroviral and lentiviral vectors to transduce stem cells and embryos (Hemann et al., 2003; Rubinson et al., 2003). The results of experiments in a number of laboratories show that siRNA-mediated gene silencing functions in a range of cell and tissue types from blastocysts to adult animals and is both heritable and stable. Kunath et al. (2003) transfected mouse ES cells with constructs expressing shRNAs for Ras GTPase-activating protein (RasGAP) and were able to produce mice that died during embryogenesis, with defects similar to those of RasGAP knockout mice produced by homologous recombination. In another study, CD8 mRNA levels in T-cells were reduced in transgenic mice made using
a lentiviral vector expressing a hairpin (Rubinson et al., 2003). Generating these mice is technically easier than generating knockout mice by the traditional route. Furthermore, the finding that the approach can be applied to species not amenable to embryonic stem cell gene targeting, such as the rat (Hasuwa et al., 2002), is particularly useful. Indications that the knockdown phenotype produced by RNAi may be more “variegated” than the traditional knockout phenotype (Kunath et al., 2003; Rubinson et al., 2003) may be useful in modelling complex human diseases, where susceptibility or resistance is encoded by gene variants that display relative rather than absolute differences in expression.

Cell-specific targeting of si/shRNA expression is an important consideration, particularly when considering RNAi for therapeutic applications (van Haften et al., 2004) or as an alternative to low-molecular-weight molecules for target validation in vivo. To get around the lethal effects of knocking out genes that are crucial for development, inducible knockout systems are used (Kwak et al., 2004). Vectors that carry inducible promoters to allow the controlled expression of shRNA in response to an inducer based on the pol III promoters controlled by tetracycline (Matsukura et al., 2003), ecdysone (Gupta et al., 2004), or causes recombination (Cre) recombinase (Wiznerowicz & Trono, 2003; Fritsch et al., 2004; Kasim et al., 2004; Tiscornia et al., 2004) have been developed. An siRNA system that combines Cre–loxP for tissue-specific expression and tetracycline-on for inducible expression has been described recently (Chang et al., 2004). By mating one mouse (carrying the siRNA/loxP plasmid) with another mouse carrying the Cre recombinase in specific tissues, siRNA in the offspring is induced by tetracycline. Using this method, an ABCA1-deficient mouse line that mimicked Tangier disease was produced, without the need to use embryonic stem cells or gene targeting.

Although the production of transgenic mice by RNAi potentially provides a speedy way of producing knockout animals, it is not as well characterised as the knockout approach. It is unclear if the technology is robust enough to be a general approach for in vivo studies. Detailed analyses have not been performed to determine how reliably gene function can be knocked down in all tissues at all times throughout the life of the animal and what level of knockdown is required to result in a phenotype. The lentiviral approach often results in multiple integration events (Rubinson et al., 2003; Tiscornia et al., 2003), and mosaic expression of the shRNA might be expected.

3.4. High-throughput analysis of gene function

One of the most exciting opportunities offered by RNAi is the facility to identify all the genes required for certain physiological processes using genome-wide RNAi screens (Carpenter & Sabatini, 2004; Silva et al., 2004). High-throughput screens to identify genes involved in development and carcinogenesis have been successfully carried out in C. elegans (Lettre et al., 2004; Poulin et al., 2004) and D. melanogaster (Lum et al., 2003; Dasgupta & Perim, 2004), and web databases that archive and distribute RNAi data for these organisms have been developed (www.RNAi.org and www.flyRNAi.org). The ability to extend such screens to mammalian systems is potentially very powerful, as most genes have now been identified to some level of accuracy, hence, it should be possible to define the role of genes in cell-based phenotypic assays by systematic inhibition of gene expression. Although synthetic siRNAs are compatible with high-throughput formats (Vanhecke & Janitz, 2004a), genome-scale libraries of chemically synthesized siRNA have not been reported, however, smaller collections for the screening of between 30 and 500 genes have been (Aza-Blanc et al., 2003; Hsieh et al., 2004). An siRNA library that targeted > 8000 human genes based on an expression system in which siRNA duplexes are generated upon transfection into mammalian cells was used to identify regulators of nuclear factor-kappaB (NF-κB) signalling (Zheng et al., 2004).

Most of the efforts in this area have concentrated on the use of vector-based shRNA libraries (Vanhecke & Janitz, 2005). Large-scale gene-knockdown studies using retroviral vectors to express shRNAs have been reported in mammalian cells (Berns et al., 2004; Paddison et al., 2004). Both studies included “molecular bar codes” in the vectors so that individual shRNAs in the cells could be easily detected. The screens identified new members of the pathways analysed, however, the failure to detect certain known members of the pathways highlights the current limitations of these approaches. Adenoviral vectors have been used to generate an shRNA library aimed at knocking down nearly 5000 transcripts encoding “druggable” proteins (http://www.galadeno.com). Potentially, genome-wide screens could be carried out for any process for which a tissue culture model exists. Furthermore, the development of transfected cell arrays in which si/shRNAs are printed onto a modified glass surface (Vanhecke & Janitz, 2004b) provides a way of reducing reagent usage and costs in such large screens (Erlfe et al., 2004). The large amounts of phenotypic data arising from such large-scale knockdown studies will require the development of bioinformatics tools to transform these complex datasets into “digitised” formats that can be readily mined (Gunsalus & Piano, 2005).

4. The use of RNA interference for the study of disease-associated genes

siRNA has been widely used in mammalian cells to define the functional roles of individual genes, particularly in disease (Dykxhoorn et al., 2003; Dillon et al., 2004). siRNAs have been extensively used in cell-based studies for pathway dissection (Semizarov et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2004; Siripurapu et al., 2005) and to knockdown the expression of
genes involved in a range of cellular processes, including endocytosis (Huang et al., 2004a), signal transduction (Debes et al., 2002; Shu et al., 2002), apoptosis (Kartasheva et al., 2002; Lassus et al., 2002), and the cell cycle (Chen et al., 2002), as well as genes relevant to neurodegenerative disease (Alberi et al., 2004; Buckingham et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004; Thakker et al., 2004; Yokota et al., 2004) and xenotransplantation (Karlas et al., 2004). In this section, we will concentrate on the use of RNAi to study disease-relevant genes in cancer, infection, and respiratory disease.

4.1. Cancer

The success of the drug Gleevec (imatinib) has shown the effectiveness of directly targeting cancer-promoting proteins for cancer therapy by revolutionizing drug therapy of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML; Deininger et al., 2004). However, drug resistance is common in advanced phases of the disease because of mutations in the kinase domain of the BCR–ABL fusion protein that impair imatinib binding. These fusion proteins are attractive candidates for RNAi. It has been shown that siRNA molecules targeting the junction fusion sequence attenuated the proliferation of transformed haematopoietic cells, sensitised cells to imatinib, and also inhibited an imatinib mutant, but not the wild-type product. In uterine cancers, specific knockdown of Akt isoforms 2 and 3, but not 1 using siRNA technology, was shown to significantly reduce the resistance of the endometrial KLE cells to cisplatin-induced apoptosis (Gagnon et al., 2004).

Receptors associated with certain mitogenic pathways are known to promote malignancy. For example, stimulation of the gonadotropin receptor activates the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade, and this has been shown to enhance the development of a wide range of gynaecological malignancies, including ovarian and breast endometrial carcinomas (Freimann et al., 2004). When the chemokine receptor chemokine (C–X–C motif), receptor 4 (CXCR4) on the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 was specifically targeted by siRNA, the rate of cell expansion slowed dramatically (Lapteva et al., 2004). Furthermore, α5β1 integrin (Lipscombe et al., 2003) and EpCAM (Osta et al., 2004c) receptors on the same cells were identified by RNA interference as being involved in cellular invasion and metastasis. In prostate cancers, the androgen receptor was shown to be essential in the androgen-induced down-regulation of oncogene Bcell chronic lymphocytic leukemia/lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) expression using siRNAs directed against several genes encoding proteins involved in the androgen signalling pathway (Huang et al., 2004b).

The selective regulation of the expression of cancer-associated genes is evolving as another potential therapeutic approach. Clusterin is an antiapoptotic protein commonly expressed in cancer cells that are refractory to conventional chemotherapy. Using A549 cells, July et al. (2004) showed a strong correlation between siRNA-mediated reduction of clusterin protein and the chemosensitivity of the cells in vitro. Perhaps, the most well-studied member of this class of antiapoptotic proteins is survivin, whose expression levels have been shown to be directly proportional to tumour grade, recurrence risk, and survival of patients with bladder cancer (Ambrosini et al., 1997). Ning et al. (2004) demonstrated that survivin siRNAs promoted apoptosis and inhibited the survival of bladder cancer cells. Genes that encode the multidrug-resistance protein (MDR; pumps chemotherapeutic drugs out of tumours; Stege et al., 2004), telomerase (involved in overcoming the chromosomal shortening that occurs with each cell division; Ma et al., 2004), and Bcl-2 (makes cells resistant to caspase-mediated apoptosis; Yin et al., 2004) are further examples of genes that are not mutated in cancer but are overexpressed in a variety of cancers and represent attractive targets for silencing. DNA repair mechanisms are crucial for the maintenance of genomic stability and are emerging as potential therapeutic targets for cancer. Chow et al. (2004) used siRNA to identify endo-exonuclease (a protein involved in the recombination repair process of the DNA double-stranded break pathway, which is overexpressed in a variety of cancer cells), as a potential anticancer target.

Signalling molecules have been intensively researched as potential therapeutic targets in some cancers. For instance, B-RAF is a serine/threonine-specific protein kinase that is mutated in ~70% of human melanomas, and B-RAF linked extracellular signal regulated protein kinase (ERK) signalling promotes proliferation and is antiapoptotic (Wellbrock et al., 2004). Karasarides et al. (2004) showed that B-RAF depletion by siRNA blocked ERK activity, inhibited DNA synthesis, and induced apoptosis in three melanoma cell lines. Many studies indicate that Rho GTPases are important in malignant transformation and angiogenesis and represent good anticancer targets (Aznar et al., 2004). Pille et al. (2005) used anti-RhoA and anti-RhoC siRNAs to block the Rho-signalling pathway and demonstrated that the siRNAs inhibited cell proliferation and invasion more effectively than do conventional blockers of Rho signalling (e.g., HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors), both in vitro and in vivo.

Reports on in vivo experiments of siRNA in cancer are growing. When nude mice were implanted with colon adenocarcinoma cells, the survival of these mice was greatly prolonged by pretreating the cells with siRNA against β-catenin (Verma et al., 2003). Similarly, silencing of the oncogene H-Ras led to the inhibition of in vivo tumour growth of human ovarian cancer in mice (Yang et al., 2003).
4.2. Infectious diseases

4.2.1. Viruses and bacteria

The availability of the genome sequences of a range of pathogenic viruses (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/VIRUSES/viruses.html) provides the basis for the development of new antiviral therapies (DeFilippis et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003). Attractive targets are viral genes that are essential for virus replication and host genes that are essential for virus entry or that play an essential role in the virus life cycle. For RNA viruses such as HIV, potentially any region of the viral genome can be targeted by siRNA/shRNA. Silencing of genes relevant to viral diseases, such as HIV (Dave & Pomerantz, 2004), hepatitis (Wilson et al., 2003), and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-associated coronavirus (Zhang et al., 2004a), has been achieved using RNAi. In the case of HIV, silencing of the primary HIV receptor chemokine (C–C motif) receptor 5 (CCR5) by siRNA resulted in the prevention of viral entry into human peripheral blood lymphocytes (Qin et al., 2003) and primary haematopoietic stem cells (Li et al., 2003). In hepatitis C, siRNA silencing led to a 98% reduction in detectable virus in infected cells (Randall et al., 2003; Randall & Rice, 2004). Using siRNA targeted to the surface antigen region of the hepatitis B virus (HBV), Giladi et al. (2003) showed that the viral mRNA, viral antigens, and viral genomic DNA were significantly reduced in vitro and in vivo. Similarly, shRNAs have been used to inhibit the expression of hepatitis B virus surface antigen in HepG2 cells and decrease the levels of secreted antigen (Yang et al., 2005). In the case of SARS, it has recently been shown that SARS-associated coronavirus replication can be efficiently inhibited using siRNAs against two SARS viral polymerases (Wang et al., 2004). Similarly, Zhang et al. (2003) used the cytotoxicity of Vero cells as a surrogate marker of SARS-virus infection to show that siRNA transfection could effectively inhibit coronavirus replication.

The targeting of other infectious viruses using RNAi is also being pursued. For instance, it is possible to induce apoptosis in primary patient tumour samples by targeting the E6 gene of human papilloma virus (Butz et al., 2003). Plasmid-driven siRNA specific to West Nile Virus was effective in suppressing viral transcripts and infectious virion production in cell lines (McCown et al., 2003). In addition, siRNAs specific for the conserved regions of the influenza A virus genome can protect cell lines and embryonated chicken eggs against infection (Ge et al., 2004a). Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is ubiquitous in the environment and is the common cause of bronchiolitis-associated hospitalization of children and immunocompromised adults (McBride, 1999). Monick et al. (2004) showed that RSV infection activates ERK via epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), leading to pronounced inflammation and prolonged survival of infected cells. The inflammation was resolved, and apoptosis was induced in both infected immortalized (A549) and primary lung epithelial cells by targeting EGFR using siRNA. In another study, Rudd et al. (2005) showed that toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) mediates inflammatory cytokine and chemokine production in RSV-infected epithelial cells using siRNAs targeting toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3). As a complement to the experiments in vitro, Zhang et al. (2005) showed that mice treated intranasally with siRNA nanoparticles targeting the viral NS1 gene before or after infection with RSV showed substantially decreased virus titers in the lung and decreased inflammation and airway reactivity compared with the controls.

In contrast to viruses, bacteria are not generally amenable to silencing by siRNA because they mainly replicate outside of host cells and lack the necessary machinery (Lieberman et al., 2003). However, it might still be possible to reduce morbidity and mortality from life-threatening bacterial infections by silencing host genes involved in aspects of the immune response that lead to adverse consequences, or host genes involved in mediating bacterial invasion. For instance, reducing the expression of proinflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) lessened septic shock in mice treated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) without jeopardizing the development of protective immunity (Sorensen et al., 2003). Knockdown of caveolin-2 in murine lung epithelial cells inhibited Pseudomonas aeruginosa (the major pulmonary pathogen in cystic fibrosis patients) invasion by a lipid raft-dependent mechanism (Zaas et al., 2005).

4.2.2. Parasites

Despite the rapid expansion of medical technologies in recent years, Malaria still claims an estimated 2.7 million deaths per year, with 90% of the casualties occurring in sub-Saharan Africa (Vernick & Waters, 2004). During the latter part of the 20th century, there was an alarming increase in the number of cases of Malaria reported in the Indian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, and South America (Malaney et al., 2004). Chloroquine remains the gold standard treatment for Malaria today. However, chloroquine resistance is a growing concern (Verdrager, 1995). The causative agent of the disease, Plasmodium falciparum, is a member of the intracellular protozoan family Apicomplexa (Kumar et al., 2002). Kumar et al. (2002) silenced a PP1 serine/threonine protein phosphatase in the parasite and showed that the enzyme plays an essential role in its life cycle, therefore offering a potential target for drug development. The downside to this approach is that PP1 is highly conserved throughout evolution, and toxic side effects can be expected unless specific variants of the protein are identified. The finding that the machinery for RNAi exists in Anopheles gambiae (the principal malaria vector in Africa; Hoa et al., 2003) has allowed insights into the effects of mosquito genes on Plasmodium development (Osta et al., 2004a). In addition, it has opened up the possibility of developing transgenic insect vectors that have innate
resistance to the development and growth of *P. falciparum* (Osta et al., 2004b).

Another protozoan parasite, *Entamoeba histolytica*, causes human amoebiasis (Vayssie et al., 2004)—the second leading cause of death worldwide due to protozoan infection. Once inside its host, the parasite invades the intestinal mucosa, causing dysentery, and travels through the circulatory system to the liver, where it causes the development of abscesses (Petri, 2002). Using RNAi knockdown, Vayssie et al. (2004) demonstrated that \( \gamma \)-tubulin is essential for microtubule nucleation and cycling of the parasite. Importantly, the primary amino acid sequence of the protein is homologous (46%) but not identical to its human homolog. Therefore, specific siRNA may be developed to destroy the parasite’s \( \gamma \)-tubulin while leaving the host’s counterpart untouched.

### 4.3. Respiratory diseases

The discovery and development of inhaled antisense oligonucleotides (Ball et al., 2003) suggest that the delivery of siRNA molecules to the lung might be a viable approach to the treatment of respiratory diseases such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and cystic fibrosis.

COPD is a global health problem and is the fourth leading cause of death in the United States alone (Murphy, 2000). Goblet cell hyperplasia and mucus hypersecretion are prominent features of COPD, especially during exacerbations (Pistelli et al., 2003). Shao et al. (2004) showed that by specifically knocking down transforming growth factor (TGF)-\( \alpha \) production via siRNA in NCI-H292 human airway epithelial cells, the expression of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) was significantly reduced, leading to diminished mucus production. Another clinical manifestation of asthma and COPD is chronic inflammation and injury of both the airways and the parenchymal structures of the lung, in which TGF-\( \beta \) is thought to play a key role (Rennard, 1999; Sacco et al., 2004). TGF-\( \beta \) mediates a diverse range of cellular processes, including cell proliferation and differentiation, wound healing, and angiogenesis (Blobe et al., 2000). In a murine lung fibrosis model (Gurujeeralakshmi & Giri, 1995), interferon (IFN)-\( \gamma \) downregulated TGF-\( \beta \) expression and improved fibrosis. Wen et al. (2004) further identified that TGF-\( \beta \) suppression was mediated via Smad 7 proteins, as targeted knockdown of Smad 7 by siRNA reversed the suppression. Jeffery et al. (2005) used Smad 1 siRNA to show that the antiproliferative and prodifferentiation effects of bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) on lung fibroblasts were Smad1 dependent. Fibroblast proliferation, differentiation, and migration contribute to the characteristic pulmonary vascular remodeling seen in primary pulmonary hypertension (PH)

The recruitment of neutrophils to the lung is central to host defense against invading pathogens. However, in trauma patients exposed to a secondary infectious/septic challenge, neutrophil targeting and sequestration can result in acute lung injury (ALI) and contribute to the high morbidity/mortality seen in this population. ALI is a progressive syndrome in which an exaggerated inflammatory response is central to causing lung injury. Lomas-Neira et al. (in press) used a mouse model of haemorrhagic shock to analyse the effects of postshock/sepsis intratracheal instillation of siRNA targeting keratinocyte-derived chemokine (KC) and macrophage-inflammatory protein-2 (MIP-2) on the development of ALI. The results showed that the local production of MIP-2 was a regulator of neutrophil influx. Increased endothelial cell (EC) permeability is central to the pathophysiology of ALI. By silencing sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) expression using siRNA, Finigan et al. (2005) showed that activated protein C mediates EC permeability via the transactivation of S1P1, the potent barrier-enhancing receptor for S1P.

The airway epithelium provides a barrier against the external and internal milieu in the lung and is responsive to various environmental factors, as well as being an active participant in inflammatory and immune responses. Epithelial cells respond to cytokines, chemokines, hormones, growth factors, and inflammatory mediators, and it has been postulated that they play a crucial role in airway diseases such as asthma (Cookson, 2004). However, the intracellular signalling pathways involved in the regulation of epithelial cells are poorly understood. Using siRNA targeting Syk tyrosine kinase, Ulanova et al. (2005) showed that Syk (which is regarded as an attractive antiinflammatory target) participates in \( \beta_1 \)-integrin signalling and inflammatory responses in airway epithelial cells.

Cell-specific targeting of siRNA is an important issue to consider when considering therapy. With regards to the lung, Gou et al. (2004) were able to get RNAi silencing specifically in rat lung alveolar epithelial type II cells using adenoviral vectors containing various shRNAs under the control of the surfactant protein C promoter, both in vitro and in vivo.

### 5. siRNA molecules as therapeutics: from cells to man

Given the ability of RNAi to silence disease-associated genes, including allelic variants (Dykxhoorn et al., 2003), in tissue culture and animal models, it is not surprising that there has been a lot of interest in developing RNAi-based reagents for clinical applications (Wall & Shi, 2003). Currently, there are a dozen or so biotechnology companies developing clinical applications of siRNA in various human diseases (Howard, 2003; Table 1). In addition to the ease of synthesis and low production costs (compared with protein or antibody therapies), data indicate that siRNA has favourable pharmacokinetic properties and can be delivered to a wide range of organs (Braasch et al., 2004). However, blood stability, delivery, poor intracellular uptake, and nonspecific immune stimulation still present significant
challenges for the development of RNAi reagents for clinical use.

5.1. Stability

Although siRNA molecules appear to be more resistant to nuclease degradation than antisense molecules (Bertrand et al., 2002), some serum nucleases can degrade siRNAs (Paroo & Corey, 2004; Dykxhoorn & Lieberman, 2005). As a result, a number of groups have investigated the use of chemical modifications that improve stability and protect against nuclease degradation (Fougerolles et al., 2005). Although phosphothioate modification has been important for the success of antisense applications in vivo (Crooke, 2004), studies have shown that toxicity and loss of silencing activity can be a problem with phosphothioate siRNAs (Brasch et al., 2003; Harborth et al., 2003). As a result, several groups have investigated the use of alternative backbone and nucleotide modifications to address these problems. Hall et al. (2004) showed that boranophosphate siRNAs were more effective at silencing than phosphothioate siRNAs and were 10 times more nuclease resistant than are unmodified siRNAs. In addition, boranophosphate siRNAs were more potent than unmodified siRNAs and appeared to act through the standard RNAi pathway. Elmen et al. (2005) modified siRNAs with the synthetic RNA-like high-affinity nucleotide analogue, locked nucleic acid (LNA), and showed that the incorporation of a modest number of LNA modifications significantly enhanced the serum half-life of siRNAs and stabilized the duplex structure while not affecting gene silencing. Similarly, Allerson et al. (2005) showed that siRNAs containing 2'-O-methyl and 2'-fluoro nucleotides not only displayed enhanced stability but also showed increased potency. Experiments indicate that gene silencing by 2'-modified siRNAs in vivo is not impaired (Layzer et al., 2004).

As an alternative to backbone modifications, other groups have improved the stability of siRNAs and improved their delivery in vivo by complexing them with polyethylenimine (PEI; Urban-Klein et al., 2005), atelocollagen (Mimakuchi et al., 2004), or cholesterol (Soutschek et al., 2004). In another approach, biodegradable poly (D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) copolymer microspheres were shown to give sustained release of siRNA molecules at the site of administration in mice even after 7 days postadministration (Khan et al., 2004).

5.2. Delivery

A number of different approaches have been developed for the in vivo delivery of siRNA (Fig. 4). Among the approaches tried in rodents, rapid infusion by hydrodynamic injection of siRNA achieves the best delivery, albeit to a limited set of vascularized tissues (Lewis & Wolff, 2005). The primary recipient tissue is the liver, where successful transgene delivery and expression in up to 40% of hepatocytes can be obtained (Liu et al., 1999). Several groups have used this technique to successfully introduce siRNA- or shRNA-expressing constructs into mice, achieving efficient delivery and subsequent silencing of target genes (McCaffrey et al., 2002; Giladi et al., 2003; Zender et al., 2003; Hamar et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2005). A key constraint to this method is that delivery tends to be restricted to highly vascularized tissues, such as the liver, spleen, or kidneys. In addition, this technique is currently not a viable method for delivery in human clinical studies.

In an effort to develop methods for targeted, tissue-specific delivery, lipid-based strategies for in vivo applications have been devised (Sioud & Sorensen, 2004). While lipid-based formulations have been used extensively for cell culture experiments, the attributes for optimal uptake in cell culture are different from those in vivo. The principal issue is that the cationic nature of the lipids used in cell culture leads to aggregation when used in animals and results in rapid serum clearance and lung accumulation. Despite this, there are an increasing number of reports citing success with lipid-mediated delivery of siRNAs in vivo (Ge et al., 2004b; Hassani et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004b). In a subcutaneous mouse tumour model, intraperitoneal administration of siRNAs complexed with PEI led to the delivery of intact...
siRNAs into tumours (Urban-Klein et al., 2005). Schiffelers et al. (2004) constructed self-assembling nanoparticles with siRNA and PEI PEGylated with an Arg-Gly-Asp peptide ligand attached to the distal end of the polyethylene glycol (PEG) as a means to target tumour neovasculature-expressing integrins. Intravenous administration into tumour-bearing mice resulted in selective tumour uptake, siRNA sequence-specific inhibition of protein expression within the tumour, and inhibition of both tumour angiogenesis and growth rate. The results show that siRNA can be targeted at two levels: tumour tissue-selective delivery via the nanoparticle ligand and gene pathway selectivity via the siRNA oligonucleotide. To improve the delivery of siRNA into human liver cells without transfection agents, Lorenz et al. (2004) synthesized lipophilic siRNAs conjugated with derivatives of cholesterol, lithocholic acid, or lauric acid. The lipid moieties were covalently linked to the 5'-ends of the RNAs using phosphoramidite chemistry and were shown to down-regulate the expression of a LacZ expression construct. By conjugating cholesterol to the 3'-end of the sense strand of siRNA by means of a pyrrolidine linker, Soutschek et al. (2004) markedly improved the pharmacological properties of siRNA molecules. Besides being more resistant to nuclease degradation, the cholesterol attachment stabilized the siRNA molecules in the blood by increasing binding to human serum albumin and increased uptake of siRNA molecules by the liver. Massaro et al. (2004) showed that siRNA could be effectively delivered to pulmonary alveoli in mice using pulmonary surfactant (a lipoprotein that lines the alveoli) as the delivery vehicle.

Intravascular delivery of siRNA molecules is attractive because of its inherent simplicity and has been used to deliver siRNA in mice. In an attempt to protect mice from fulminant hepatitis using siRNAs against Fas receptors, Song et al. (2003) administered Fas siRNA by intravenous injection into mice over a 24-hr period. The effects persisted for 10 days and protected mice against experimentally induced liver fibrosis. Hagstrom et al. (2004) injected naked siRNA into a distal vein of a limb transiently isolated by tourniquet or blood pressure cuff and were able to show an efficient and repeatable delivery of nucleic acids to muscle cells (myofibers) throughout the limb muscles of mammals. The rapid injection of a sufficient volume enabled the extravasation of siRNA into myofibers. High levels of transgene expression in skeletal muscle were achieved in both small and large animals with apparently minimal toxicity.

Other approaches for the delivery of siRNAs in vivo have been described. Local delivery of siRNAs into the eye has been used to show that siRNAs targeting the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) pathway could be therapeutically beneficial in neovascularization-related eye diseases (Kim et al., 2004). Electroporation has been used to deliver siRNAs into the kidney (Takahatake et al., in press), brain (Akaneya et al., 2005), eyes (Matsuda & Cepko, 2004), muscles (Golzio et al., 2005), and skin (Zhang et al., 2002) of rodents. Topical gels have also been used to deliver siRNAs to cells and could open the way for dermatological applications, as well as the treatment of cervical cancer (Jiang et al., 2004). Intradermal administration of nucleic acids via gene gun has been used to deliver siRNAs in vivo to enhance cancer vaccine potency (Kim et al., 2005).

Ultrasound (Taniyama et al., 2002) could be also be potentially used to deliver siRNA, although there are no
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reports of this currently. For clinical applications, gentle methods for the delivery of siRNA molecules similar to those that have been developed for antisense molecules (inhaled, cream formulation, and oral; Crooke, 2004) would be preferable.

Several groups have investigated the use of direct injection of viral vectors for the in vivo delivery of siRNA. An AAV shRNA vector injected directly into the midbrain of adult mice resulted in the silencing of the tyrosine hydroxylase gene near the site of injection for several weeks (Hommel et al., 2003). This resulted in behavioural changes, including a motor performance deficit and reduced response to a psychostimulant. Intracerebellar injection of an AAV vector expressing shRNAs directed against a mutant variant of ataxin-1 profoundly improved motor coordination, restored cerebellar morphology, and resolved characteristic ataxin-1 inclusions in Purkinje cells in a mouse model of the neurodegenerative disorder spinocerebellar ataxia (Xia et al., 2004). As an alternative to injection, Banerjea et al. (2003) used an ex vivo approach to generate HIV-1-resistant lymphocytes and macrophages. Using a lentiviral vector, an anti-rev siRNA construct was introduced into CD34(+) hematopoietic progenitor cells. The siRNA-transduced progenitor cells were allowed to mature into macrophages in vitro and T-cells in vivo in severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice transplanted with human thymus and fetal liver grafts. Phenotypically normal T-cells and macrophages displaying characteristic surface markers were obtained. In vitro HIV-1 challenge of the siRNA-expressing macrophages and T-cells with macrophage-tropic and T-cell-tropic HIV-1, respectively, showed marked viral resistance. Despite these successes, reports of viral-mediated insertional mutagenesis in patients receiving retrovirus-mediated gene therapy for treatment of X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (X-SCID; Hacein-Bey-Abina et al., 2003; Marshall, 2003) have raised concerns over the safety of using viral vectors for therapy.

5.3. Off-target and nonspecific effects

A careful selection of sequences is needed to maximise gene silencing and minimise off-target and nonspecific effects. Although initially thought to have laser-like specificity, the off-target effects of siRNA have become evident (Jackson et al., 2003; Couzin, 2004; Jackson & Linsley, 2004; Scacheri et al., 2004). An siRNA duplex may target more than 1 mRNA molecule because of sequence homologies. It is now widely observed that most siRNAs can tolerate 1 mismatch to the mRNA target and at the same time retain good silencing capacity (Yu et al., 2002; Pushch et al., 2003; Vickers et al., 2003). In some cases, siRNAs can tolerate several mismatches (Saxena et al., 2003) or even tolerate mismatches while acting as a single-stranded antisense siRNA (Holen et al., 2003). In addition, some domains of the siRNAs tolerate more mismatches than others do (Schwarz et al., 2003). Saxena et al. (2003) also demonstrated tolerance for G/U wobble pairing between the RNA oligo and the target RNA. To further investigate the effect of mismatches of siRNAs on off-target activity, Snoe and Holen (2004) analysed 359 published siRNA sequences and found that around 75% could potentially elicit non-specific effects. Microarray technology has been used to examine off-target effects, but results have been contradictory, with some studies finding a high specificity of siRNA effects (Chi et al., 2003; Semizarov et al., 2004), but others not (Jackson et al., 2003; Persengiev et al., 2004). Another consideration is that some off-target activities might actually represent genuine physiological knock-on effects of specific target knock-down in certain biochemical pathways/cascades. Therefore, such activity should be interpreted carefully in the context of the biological system in question, and the results of RNAi studies should be confirmed using complementary approaches or the use of multiple siRNA duplexes.

Recent data suggest that siRNAs and shRNAs can induce subsets of genes involved in the interferon response in mammalian cells. Slez et al. (2003) showed that 21-bp siRNAs activate the Jak–Stat pathway and induce a global up-regulation of IFN-stimulated genes, mediated by the dsRNA-dependent protein kinase PKR. However, their findings also confirmed that siRNA-induced knockdown is independent of the IFN system. Another report (Bridge et al., 2003) linked the activation of interferon to the expression vectors carrying shRNA hairpins, while siRNA alone did not elicit such response. In a complementary study, Heidel et al. (2004) showed that it was possible to administer naked synthetic DNA to mice and down-regulate an endogenous or exogenous target without inducing the IFN response. In addition to the IFN response, it has been reported that si/shRNAs initiated immune activation in macrophages and dendritic cells through toll-like receptor 3 (toll receptors recognize exogenous nucleic acids; Kariko et al., 2004). Currently, it is unclear how often si/shRNAs trigger such effects in cells and what conditions favour these responses. Immunosuppression, selection of different administration routes, and dose of the vectors, using tissue-specific promoters and vector modification, are being investigated (Zhou et al., 2004).

Although RNAi in plants is associated with de novo RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM; Hamilton et al., 2002), experiments suggest that this may not be the case in mammalian cells (Park et al., 2004), although effects on other epigenetic modifications such as histone modification have yet to be assessed.

6. Conclusions and future prospects

In a relatively short time, RNAi has rapidly progressed to become a key experimental tool for the analysis of gene function and target validation in mammalian systems, both
in vitro and in vivo. As a result, we have only been able to cite a small portion of the thousands of papers that have already been published in this area. However, we hope that we have been sufficiently thorough in our coverage to give readers an insight into the many uses to which this important technology is being put, as well as highlight current limitations and the potential of RNAi as a therapeutic strategy. The effectiveness of RNAi reagents will improve, as more is gleaned about the biology of RNAi in mammalian systems, and improvements in the stability, delivery, and reduction of off-target and nonspecific effects are made. Although still a fledgling area, clinical applications for RNAi will build on the lessons learned from clinical use of antisense molecules. The delivery (viral or otherwise) and target specificity of siRNA will be the keys to unlock this transition. RNAi-based gene therapy has great potential in cancer and infectious disease, as well as in genetic diseases that are due to a dominant genetic effect (e.g., Huntington’s chorea and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis). The use of inducible RNAi systems will be particularly attractive in the clinical setting, where the ability to reverse siRNA treatment by simply withdrawing the inducing agent would allow treatment to be terminated as appropriate.
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